IN studies on genetic linkage, the primary object is to form estimates of the frequencies of the modes of gamete formation from data on the gametic output of individuals of known genotype. With disomic inheritance one parameter, the recombination fraction, enters into the law of inheritance for pairs of linked loci and in the absence of differential viability, this can be estimated from the gametic output of either of the two types of double heterozygote. With polysomic inheritance, a multiplicity of segregating genotypes and of modes of gamete formation makes the analysis more complex.
TETRASOMIC INHERITANCE AT TWO LINKED LOCI
With two linked loci and tetrasomic inheritance, there are eleven modes of gamete formation. An example of this genetic situation has been discovered in Lythrum salicaria (Fisher, ig4) . Fisher (i') has considered this case in some detail. He has shown how, in general, the heterogenic genotypes can be classified into isomorphic sets such that all members of a set can be generated from any constituent member by systematic gene substitutions. It follows that genotypes which belong to the same set yield populations of gametes with equivalent frequencies. In accordance with a generalised form of Mendel's law, there is determined for any genotype, a gametic series for each mode of gamete formation. The gametic output is then expressible in the form of a matrix with the rows corresponding with the different modes of gamete formation and the columns with the different gametic genotypes. In most cases, the rank of the gametic matrix is less than the number of modes of gamete formation so that the gametic output from a particular isomorphic set of genotypes is deficient in some of the information sought. A detailed analysis is required in order to find out what information becomes available on considering genotypes from different isomorphic sets. The results of the analysis for two linked tetrasomic loci are summarised in fig. i , which is reproduced from a wall diagram in the Department of Genetics, Cambridge, by the kind permission of Sir Ronald Fisher. With only two alleles at each of the two loci, the frequencies of all eleven modes of gamete formation cannot be estimated. However, 265 six can be estimated as well as four independent linear combinations involving the other five. Fisher' whereas if more than one species was involved in the cross, it is an allo-polyploid. Polyploids which on breeding always behave as dploids are properly called amphi-diploids. These are to be distinguished from polyploids which exhibit polysomic inheritance and in which, at meiosis, a gene has more than one possible partner.
Genetical behaviour might not be of the same nature throughout the whole germ plasm and it is conceivable that inheritance might be polysomic in one set of chromosomes and diomic in another.
With two linked loci and hexasomic inheritance, there are forty modes of gamete formation. Using Fisher's enumeration (1947, p. 72) there is given the genotype of a typical gamete that would arise from the parental genotype a1b1/a2b 2/a3b3/a4b4/a5b5/a6b6.
There are sixty hexasomic genotypes with two alleles at each of 
THE GAMETIC MATRICES
Since parental genotypes belonging to the same isomorphic set have equivalent gametic matrices and as each of the gametic matrices for two conjugate isomorphic sets can readily be developed from the other, it is sufficient if we construct gametic matrices for one parental genotype from each of the seven self-conjugate sets and from one of each pair of conjugate sets (see tables 5-16).
As the rank of any one of these gametic matrices cannot exceed two less than the number of gametic genotypes which enter into it, no parental genotype used alone can lead to estimates of more than eighteen independent linear combinations of the forty frequencies.
The actual values of the ranks of the twelve gametic matrices are shown, with typical parental genotypes, in table 4. (13(13(13(10(13(13(10(13(13(13 tO tO 00 •(JO(JO. .1313.
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. . . .. 14.14. (00''3 . The following example illustrates how this can be done. The selfconjugate set of genotypes which includes bisimplex coupling (AB) (ab)5, is competent to estimate the eleven linear combinations shown in the first eleven columns of table i . The self-conjugate set of four genotypes which includes bisimplex repulsion (Ab) (aB) (ab)4, also leads to estimates of eleven independent linear combinations, but of these, nine are held in common with those of the former set. The two independent combinations are shown in columns i2 and i of table i
The self-conjugate set of four genotypes which includes biduplex coupling (AB) 2(ab)4, contributes the seven independent combinations shown in columns i 4-20, whilst the self-conjugate set of four genotypes which includes biduplex repulsion (Ab) 2(aB) 2(ab)2, adds three further columns (21-23). The self-conjugate set of four genotypes which includes biduplex sub-coupling (AB) (Ab) (aB) (ab) yields no linear combination that is independent of the first twenty-three columns of table i . The remaining linear combination, shown in column 24, is found in the gametic matrix for the self-conjugate pair of genotypes one of which is bitriplex coupling (AB) 3(ab) . The progression in rank of the combined gametic matrices is shown in table i8. The 40 x i6 deficiency matrix is shown in table 19. It is seen that the frequencies of only three modes of gamete formation, namely '2, 3! and 32 can be estimated singly. This deficiency matrix merits further consideration as it must contain the essentials of a system of classification of the modes of gamete formation.
SUMMARY
Gametic matrices are given for twelve isomorphic sets of hexasomic genotypes with two alleles at each of two linked loci. It is found that from a classification at two linked loci of the gametic output from digenic hexasomic organisms, we can estimate only twenty-four * There are four neutral genotypes. These arc duplo-triplex and comprise a conjugate pair of isomorphic sets each of two genotypes. A typical genotype is (AB) (Ab) 2(aB) (ab),. independent linear combinations of the frequencies of the forty modes of gamete formation. The deficiency of information is therefore much greater than with two tetrasomic loci where, from doubly digenic genotypes, we can estimate ten independent linear combinations of the frequencies of the eleven modes of gamete formation. 
